SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Secure Function Lock / Setting Lock
Secure Function Lock is a built-in solution that offers control over who has access to a
machine and what functions they are allowed to use. Page limits and printing restrictions help
manage costs and allow setting permissions for users to print in color.
Secure Function Lock allows an administrator to restrict public access to specific functions
and to define what features can be accessed by user or group. This solution works with the
optional Secure Print+ feature to hold print jobs at the machine for secure job release.

Setting Lock allows an administrator to set a password to block unauthorized access to
machine settings. Secure machine configuration helps prevent confidential information from
falling into the wrong hands.

SECURE FUNCTION LOCK
Environments seeking secure
workflows with easy card
authentication and cost control.

SETTING LOCK
Environments with security requirements
that require restrictions on who can change
machine settings.
Activity Reports

Receive activity reports based on users or
groups when the Job Logging feature is
enabled.

Cost Effective

Avoid the expense of management
software, servers, and external card
readers.

Authorize Access

Configure passwords for selected users to
grant access to functions or to set page limits.

Secure Function Lock allows an
administrator to restrict public access
to specific functions and to define what
features can be accessed by user or group.

Related Integrated Solutions with Additional Capabilities
Kofax ControlSuite

PaperCut MF / nddPrint 360

Solution to actively manage, secure, and govern
virtually every aspect of information distribution.

Allow for complete and effective control of the printing
environment, including security and optimization.
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